Course Description

HBSE II is the second course in the sequence in human behavior and the social environment. In this second semester of HBSE, professionally disciplined self-awareness continues to be an important objective, but now the focus is on the normal process of human development from conception thru old-old age. The developing individual is viewed as an active, growing person in transaction, through the life course perspective with a changing family, community, and societal context and affected by socioeconomic, political, and ecological forces. The emphasis is on the importance of negotiating the transitions throughout life.

The emphasis on community and environment with their complex social, organizational, physical, cultural, religious, economic and value influences, sets the stage for an expanded study of human development. Thus, from conception to death each stage of life has been explored theoretically, empirically and experientially, within an ecological framework of community and the larger environment. The developing person is seen not only as the recipient of influences, but as an active contributor to his/her own developmental and environmental context. Thus, both person and environment are conceived of as shaping and impacting upon the other in a transactional rather than linear manner.

Students will be expected to consider the diverse perspectives of a wide range of thinkers who attempt to conceptualize the many aspects of human development. Several theoretical formulations are explored, ranging from the broad ecological perspective which views individuals, groups, communities and the wider society in the context of the macro, exo, mezzo, and microsystems, to theories pertaining to family and individual development. The classroom itself will continue to be the arena for integrative, conceptual and experiential learning.

I. COURSE COMPETENCY OUTCOMES

This course will help students achieve the following competencies:

Competency 2-Engage Diversity and Difference in Practice

Social workers understand how diversity and difference characterize and shape the human experience and are critical to the formation of identity. The dimensions of diversity are understood as the intersectionality of multiple factors including but not limited to age, class, color, culture, disability and ability, ethnicity, gender, gender identity and expression, immigration status, marital status, political ideology, race, religion/spirituality, sex, sexual orientation, and tribal sovereign status. Social workers understand that, as a consequence of difference, a person’s life experiences may include oppression, poverty, marginalization, and alienation as well as privilege, power, and acclaim. Social workers also understand the forms and mechanisms of oppression and discrimination and recognize the extent to which a culture’s structures and values, including social, economic, political, and cultural exclusions, may oppress, marginalize, alienate, or create privilege and power.
Social workers apply and communicate understanding of the importance of diversity and difference in shaping life experiences in practice at the micro, mezzo, and macro levels. Social workers present themselves as learners and engage clients and constituencies as experts of their experiences, and social workers apply self-awareness and self-regulation to manage the influence of personal biases and values in working with diverse clients and constituencies.

**MEASURE 2A**- Recognize the extent to which culture’s structures and values may oppress, marginalize, alienate, create or enhance privilege and power.

**MEASURE 2B**- Gain sufficient self-awareness to eliminate the influence of personal biases and values in working with diverse groups.

**MEASURE 2C**- Recognize and communicate their understanding of the importance of difference in shaping life experience.

**II. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS**

This semester includes readings in theoretical sources, didactic lectures, films and class discussions. Class sessions are designed to permit exploration, **not review**, of the content of assigned readings.

A specific rubric is used for evaluating all assignment. The rubric will be distributed to students during the first or second class.

**III. COURSE EXPECTATIONS AND GRADING**

Students are expected to attend all classes and to be on time. Class participation is an important part of the learning process and ALL students are expected to participate in all assigned exercises and discussions. Students are expected to complete assignments on time, complete readings and to be prepared for related class discussions. You will be graded on the depth of your contributions and preparedness for class. Students are expected to view 5 assigned films, without substitutions, and use the characters as simulated client experiences throughout the life cycle. Each assignment will be weighted as follows:

- 10% Assigned readings in preparation for and participation in class discussions
- 10% Quizzes and class exercises
- 20% Each of four (4) written assignments

**Required Texts**

Continue to use the same texts used for the first semester of the course.

**Recommended Texts**

The recommended texts are the same as the first semester.

**IV. COURSE REQUIREMENTS**
Assignment I.- There will be a weekly quiz focused on the content of the assigned readings. Quiz scores will be summed so that there is one score (grade) equaling a percentage of the total number of points allowed. Dates and content will be defined by the individual professor.

Assignment II.- CONCEPTION THROUGH BIRTH

Write a 2 page reflective reaction to one of the identified issues discussed in this unit (i.e. abortion, infertility, macro system policy impact on practice and access to service, ethical dilemma of technology and conception). Consider the following in thinking about the issues. This is a personal reaction and does not require the use of supportive literature.

How might your personal values influence your understanding of the client's request for help related to any one of the issues?

How might your understanding of the client’s culture influence your assessment of parenting skills and caretaking of the infant?

The process of attachment is universal, however the expression of attachment behaviors may vary in different cultures; how might trauma, immigration, illness change or distort the process? How might the context of the conception influence the attachment process?

Instructions: (1) Spend time thinking about the issue; clarify what your concerns might be before you begin to write. (2) Write a two page (no more) paper discussing your reaction to the issue. (3) Due date will be decided by the individual professor. (4) The paper will be graded on how well you present your ideas. (5) All papers must be typed, double spaced. The cover page must be attached to the back of the paper so that the name of the writer is unknown until after the paper has been read.

Assignment III- BIRTH THROUGH PRE-ADOLESCENCE

Choose one of the following films: To Kill a Mockingbird
Big and Peter Pan (must be viewed together)
E.T.

Using Erikson and other theoreticians, consider one developmental stage and the issues of transitioning from one stage to another. Chose a character from the film whose experience represents the particular developmental period. Write a 5 page paper (no more) analyzing the client’s development in this stage.

Drawing on the character’s (client’s) experience discuss how he/she negotiated the stage of development. How did the client transition into this stage and how might the client transition out of the stage as a result of the varied experiences? What psycho-social crisis had to be negotiated during this stage of development? What socio-cultural challenges did the client experience that influenced his/her development?

What issues of otherness and/or intersectionality were evident in the client’s life experience? What ethical dilemma might be in evidence if you were working with this client?

DO NOT DISCUSS THE STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT THEORETICALLY, USE THE MATERIAL TO ANALYZE THE CHARACTER. Your analysis should clearly indicate
your knowledge of theoretical explanations of the identified stage of development.

Draw from three additional readings beyond the required texts and assigned readings. These resources must be professional journals and texts. DO NOT USE INTERNET SITES SUCH AS WIKIPEDIA OR INFORMATIONAL SITES CREATED FOR LAYMEN.

This paper should not exceed 5 pages and should be scholarly in presentation and format. Please include citations and references conforming to APA academic standards. LATE PAPERS ARE NOT ACCEPTED.

Assignment IV. ADOLESCENCE THROUGH EMERGING ADULTHOOD

Choose one of the following films: *Ferris Bueller’s Day Off*  
*Jane Eyre*  
*Slum Dog Millionaire*

Choose a character, (client) as the focus of the paper. Choose a stage of development from adolescence through emerging adulthood. Locate the client in this stage. Using the Erikson paradigm and one other alternate model of the stage, discuss the client’s experience of the central aspects/struggles of the stage. Discuss the transition to and from this stage of development, including the challenges and the importance of negotiating the transition for future development.

How did the client conform to each theoretical model? How were the transitions to and from this stage experienced and explored in the respective models of development? Given the perspective of this stage being only one in the life course of the developing person, achievement of what developmental tasks from the previous stage helped to inform the person’s ability to negotiate the transitions? What is the status of the person in the process of completing the stage? (Discuss this last question in terms of developmental tasks, utilization of the central processes of the stage and the psychosocial crisis.)

This paper should not exceed 5 pages and should be scholarly in presentation and format. You are expected to think critically and include citations and references which conform to APA academic style. Draw from at least three additional professional sources beyond the required text. AS PREVIOUSLY STATED, DO NOT USE THE IDENTIFIED INTERNET SITES.

LATE PAPERS ARE NOT ACCEPTED.
Assignment V. EARLY ADULTHOOD THROUGH OLD AGE

Choose one of the following films: *Driving Miss Daisy*  
*Gran Torino*

Choose a character (client) as the focus of this paper. Choose a stage of development from early adulthood through old age. Locate the client in the chosen stage. As an alternative, analyze and discuss your client as he/she progressed through the stages of early adulthood through old age. Using the Erickson paradigm and one alternative model, discuss the client’s experience of the central aspects/struggles of the stage(s). Discuss the transition(s) to the stage(s), including the challenges and the importance of negotiating the transition(s) for future development. Include in your discussion strengths and vulnerabilities of the client as well as resilient factors.

How did the client’s negotiation of the stages conform to each theoretical model? How does culture influence the developing experience of the stage? What are the issues of intersectionality and otherness? How were the transitions to and from the stage(s) experienced and explored in the respective models of development? Given the perspective(s) of this stage being only a part of the life cycle of the developing person, achievement of what developmental tasks from previous stage helped to influence the person’s ability to negotiate the transitions? What is the status of the person in the process of completing this stage? (Discuss this last question in terms of developmental tasks, utilization of the central processes of the stage and the psychosocial crisis.)

This paper should not exceed 5 pages and should be scholarly in presentation and format. You are expected to think critically and include citations and references which conform to APA 6 academic style. Draw from at least 3 additional professional sources beyond the required reading. AS PREVIOUSLY STATED, DO NOT USE THE INTERNET SITES. LATE PAPERS ARE NOT ACCEPTED.

Assignment VI. OLD-OLD AGE

Choose one of the following films: *The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel*  
*Amor*

Choose a character as the focus of the paper. Focusing on the character’s experience in this stage of development, how accurate and realistic was the portrayal of the life stage? How might the character’s previous experiences in negotiating life stages influence his/her transition into this stage of development? How might culture have influenced the person’s negotiation of this stage of development?

Assume you are the helping professional working with this client in your home country and state, what societal view, policy issue and/or personal value might provoke the development of an ethical dilemma for you in this work? Why?

Draw on at least 3 additional profession sources beyond the required reading. This paper should not exceed 5-7 pages (no more) and should be scholarly in
presentation and format. You are expected to think critically and include citations and references which conform to APA 6 academic style. AS PREVIOUSLY STATED, DO NOT USE THE IDENTIFIED INTERNET SITES. LATE PAPERS ARE NOT ACCEPTED.

PLAGIARISM:

Students should remember that the School will not condone plagiarism in any form and will sanction acts of plagiarism. A student who presents someone else's work as his or her own work is stealing from the authors or persons who did the original thinking and writing. Plagiarism occurs when a student directly copies another's work without citation; when a student paraphrases major aspects of another's work without citation; and when a student combines the work of different authors into a new statement without reference to those authors. It is also plagiarism to use the ideas and/or work of another student and present them as your own. It is NOT plagiarism to formulate your own presentation of an idea or concept as a reaction to someone else's work; however, the work to which you are reacting should be discussed and appropriately cited. Any student who can be shown to have plagiarized any part of any assignment in this course will FAIL the course and will be referred to the Associate Dean automatically for disciplinary action which may include expulsion.

HIPAA ALERT

In line with the new HIPAA regulations concerning protected health information, it is important that you understand that any case information you present from your work, will need to be de-identified. What this means is that any information that would allow another to identify the person needs to be changed or eliminated. This includes obvious things like names and birth dates but may also contain other information that is so unique to the person that it will allow for identification, including diagnosis, race/ethnicity, or gender. If diagnosis, race/ethnicity, or gender is directly related to the case presentation it can be included if it will not allow for identification.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Given the nature of classroom discussion and the presentation of case materials and at times personal revelation in class, students are reminded that the same commitment to confidentiality with clients extends to classmates. What is shared in class stays in class.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

Students with disabilities who are enrolled in this course and who will be requesting documented disability-related accommodations are asked to make an appointment with the Office of Disability Services, Rochelle Kohn, Beren Campus, (646) 592-4132, rkohn1@yu.edu, Abby Kelsen, Wilf Campus, (646)592-4280, akelsen@yu.edu, during the first week of class. After approval for accommodations is granted, please submit your accommodations letter to Disability Services Office immediately and discuss this with your professor.
Course Outline

Section I

In these sessions the focus will be exploring the life course (life span) perspective and the necessary, universal transitions in developing through the different life stages. It will include exploration of the intersectionality of race-ethnicity, gender, social status, educational level, culture, nationality, age and previous experiences influences the way an individual negotiates transitioning into the next developmental stage.

Learning Theme I – A Life Course Perspective and Transitions in Human Development

Session 1-3

Required Readings:


Hutchinson, Chapter 1 “A Life Course Perspective” 1-38


Newman and Newman, Chapter 2 - "Psychosocial theory" pp.18-41.
Chapter 3 - "Major Theories for Understanding Human Development" pp.43-79.

Suggested Reading:


Section II.

In these sessions the focus will be the interactive process and transitional issues of individual development itself within the environmental context for individual and family development.
Learning Theme II – Stages of Human Development from Conception through Old Old Age

Sessions 4 -13:

Conception Pregnancy and Childbirth

Required Readings:


Chapter 2- Conception, Pregnancy and Childbirth 41-92

Infancy and Toddlerhood

Required Readings:


Chapter 3- Infancy and Toddlerhood 93-134

Early Childhood and Middle Childhood

Required readings:


Chapter 4 &5 Early childhood & Middle Childhood 135-220

Pre-adolescence and Adolescence: Psychosocial Transitions, Family, and Community Transactions

Required Readings:


*De Goede, I.H., Branje, S.J. & Meeus, W.H.(2009) Developmental changes in adolescents’ perceptions of relationships with their parents,
Journal of Youth and Adolescence, 38, 75-88.


Hutchinson, E. D., Chapter 6 “Adolescence” 227-283


Chapter 10 - "Later adolescence” pp.366-401.

Suggested Reading:

Garbarino, J. & K. Kostelny in Garbarino, Chapter 7 -"Adolescence" 186-197.


Emerging Adulthood: Developmental Domains, Pathways and Transitions

Required Reading:


*Salvatore, C., Travis, T., & Welsh, Wayne. (2012). Is emerging adulthood influencing


**Learning Theme VII - Early and Middle Adult Development**

Hutchinson, E.D. Chapter 7 “Young Adulthood” 283-320

Chapter 8, “Middle Adulthood” 321-368


Newman &Newman, Chapter 11 "Early adulthood" .405-451

Chapter 12 "Middle adulthood" 453-491

**Suggested Readings:**


**Later Life: The Elderly( Old age and Old Old age)**

**Required Reading:**


Hutchinson, E.D. Chapter 9 “Late Adulthood” 369-416

Chapter 10 “Very Late Adulthood” 417-451


Chapter 14 - "Very old age", 529-565.

Chapter 15 - “Understanding death, dying and bereavement”, 567-587

**Suggested Readings:**


**Session 14**

**Summary and Conclusion**
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